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space to connect and share experiences.
I managed to attend these myself and I must say
it was great to be back out meeting people and
hearing experiences within communities, in-
person.

At the end of the year we announced a new
initiative for the OUR Generation Project.
Transgenerational Trauma Awareness Day, or
TTAD21. We hope that this will become an annual
day in the calendar each year, where we talk,
share knowledge and raise awareness of a very
important issue that our communities are facing.

We had an overwhelming response to our online 
 event and to the day itself. People joined us from
as far away as South Africa and Pakistan and we
had over 180 people online for the entire duration
of the event. We also ran a really engaging social
media campaign, with key messages provided
by the Ulster University team, which was joined
by some excellent organisations. If the analytics
of TTAD21 has shown us anything, it’s that there is
definitely an appetite and, more importantly, a
need for TTAD22. Watch this space...

All this hard work and our new connections leave
me very optimistic as we enter our third and final
year of the OUR Generation Project. I think we’ve
all given up predicting the future by now but
looking ahead, I feel OUR Generation is in a good
place and, with a fair wind, we’re ready to go full
steam ahead into helping Children and Young
People, grow up better together. 

Carol

Hello again. As you read this, a new war has
broken out in Europe and, as a children and
young person’s Project addressing the legacy of
conflict, we are particularly mindful of the
childhoods being lost as a result. Our thoughts
and prayers are with the people of Ukraine at this
time.
 
Following on from Issue 2, published at the end of
June last year, we have had a very busy 6 months
at OUR Generation. 

Since we were last in touch, restrictions continued
to ease and this really helped us accelerate our
delivery over this period. We have now engaged
with over 20,000 children, young people and their
key contacts.

Although this is slightly behind our target (set in
the days before COVID-19) I’m really pleased with
how all of our Partners’ teams have managed
their delivery. They have all worked
tremendously hard in what remains less than
ideal circumstances.  We’ve had some great
pieces of work carried out over the last period,
which are mentioned throughout this newsletter,
but I would just like to highlight a few
specifically:

Cooperation Ireland organised a series of Circle
Exchange events in the Urban Village Areas
throughout the Autumn. The events focused on
information sharing and the importance of
promoting positive mental health & wellbeing
within communities.

Thankfully with restrictions easing they were all
conducted face-to-face, which created a great 

Welcome to OG News issue 3
From Carol Scullion - Project Manager

New Programmes Launched
Action Mental Health and Donegal Youth Service have unveiled a new set of Peer
Mentoring programmes that are now being delivered under the OUR Generation
Project. You can read more about each programme below by clicking the icon. We'll
have more on these programmes in our next issue.

Mental Health
Ambassadors

16+

Peer Mentoring
11-15

Better
Together

Train the
Facilitator

https://ourgeneration-cyp.com/ourgenprogrammes/mental-health-ambassadors-2/
https://ourgeneration-cyp.com/ourgenprogrammes/peer-mentoring-2/
https://ourgeneration-cyp.com/ourgenprogrammes/better-together/
https://ourgeneration-cyp.com/ourgenprogrammes/train-the-facilitator/


The first ever Transgenerational Trauma Awareness Day was launched by OUR Generation with
the aim of raising awareness of Transgenerational Trauma and to help break the cycle of
Troubles-associated trauma in generations of children and young people. 

TTAD21 was launched in a live online event on December 15, 2021, attended by people from all
over the world.

TTAD21 launched a social media campaign alongside a live, online event, attracting almost 200
participants from all over the UK, Ireland and places further afield such as Pakistan and South
Africa. Among the speakers were Northern Ireland’s Mental Health Champion, Professor Siobhan
O’Neill; Dr Clare Dwyer, Lecturer of Law at Queen’s University Belfast; and Dr Ciara Downes of the
Northern Health and Social Care Trust. It was hosted by Action Mental Health Chief Executive,
David Babington. 

The Day follows research carried out over the last decade which is recognising how the impact of
violence from the Troubles lives on in families, having been transmitted to younger generations.
The response of the body and brain to trauma can influence parents’ feelings and behaviour in a
way that can lead to poor attachment, adversities and trauma in their children, and can
influence how children’s bodies respond to stress. 

The theme for TTAD21 was ‘Expand the Conversation’, a topic chosen by OUR Generation to
expand the conversation to those not aware of Transgenerational Trauma, to those within
relevant sectors where greater understanding is required, and beyond the island of Ireland. 

We believe we need global conversations and the sharing of knowledge and expertise, to make
this current generation – OUR Generation – the last one to experience transgenerational trauma. 

“We have only introduced the concept of TTAD and promoted it for a very short time, but the
response we have received has been incredible. This has confirmed for us that there is a huge
appetite for further information and support around the issue of transgenerational trauma. By

having an annual day each year, where we actively discuss this important subject we can
start to increase awareness and work towards breaking the cycle.” 

Carol Scullion - Project Manager 

OG Launches TTAD21
Transgenerational Trauma Awareness Day 

Did You Know? In 2017 an Omnibus
survey found that ‘one in four of the
population in Northern Ireland said

that either they, or a family
member, continued to be impacted

by a conflict-related event’.

"I am delighted by the interest in trauma informed practice, and the support for the first ever
transgenerational trauma awareness day. As Mental Health Champion I look forward to

continuing the conversation and working to ensure that individuals and groups across society
understand their role in improving mental health outcomes for children and young people."

Siobhan O'Neill - Mental Health Champion NI

Almost 200 participants from all
over the UK, Ireland and places

further afield such as Pakistan and
South Africa joined us for the event!

Watch Event 
Here!

https://ourgeneration-cyp.com/transgenerational-trauma-awareness-day/
https://ourgeneration-cyp.com/transgenerational-trauma-awareness-day/
https://ourgeneration-cyp.com/transgenerational-trauma-awareness-day/


Co-operation Ireland held a Circle Exchange event in each Urban Village area during the
Autumn. The events allowed for ideas and discussion around emerging needs within the
community, as well as an opportunity to share learning, experiences and connect with one
another. These events have enabled groups to build relationships and discover how we
can support each other in the promotion of positive mental health & wellbeing to children
& young people and their key contacts. 

Attendees of the events were asked to bring along one personal item or object that had
significance to them in relation to promoting positive mental health. These objects were all
placed in the circle and then picked out by attendees who told the story behind their item.

Items such as a torch, a passport, a bracelet, books,  a teddy bear, a hurley stick and a mug
provided a great platform for conversation and relationship building. 

Thank you to all who came along and shared such personal experiences. We'll continue
the story of some of these new found connections in newsletters still to come.

The Circle Exchange 

TCE 
Video

Feedback for the events were extremely positive. 
 

 “I was delighted to be asked by Claire to join Circle Exchange Event, this was a welcomed
session on a Friday afternoon. This space was safe and nurturing to allow everyone to

explore and share their feelings.”
 

 “I came away feeling refreshed and relaxed, this is something that I would like to see
incorporated into our working environment.”

 

Communities together for positive mental health

https://youtu.be/_7xeNtyo-MI
https://youtu.be/_7xeNtyo-MI
https://youtu.be/_7xeNtyo-MI


Partner Updates 

Action Mental
Health 

AMH was delighted to work in  partnership
with the Education Authority to deliver
Healthy Me and Provoking Thought
training to teachers.

AMH are now in several schools, delivering
our new peer mentoring suite, which is
comprised of the following programmes:

“Better Together”, a peer listener
programme for 9-11 year olds, which
explores active listening, friendship,
kindness, diversity, inclusion and
community.

“Peer Mentoring” for 11-15 year olds, which
explores what it means to be a good friend
and peer, and to look after your own
mental health

Through the OUR Generation Project a group of 10
young people aged 12 – 18 years from the Loft
Project at Donegal Youth Services came together
over the course of a week and worked with Peaball
to create this wonderful graffiti artwork in
Letterkenny, Donegal. 

The feedback was super positive & the final artwork
stunning! 

GRAFFITI ART PROJECT 

"I've never done anything like this before, I can't wait
to show my family."

"I didn't really want to come at the start of the week,
but I'm glad I did now, I made so many friends."

Well done to all
involved!

Mental Health Ambassadors” for 16+ 
 which aims to establish a network of
volunteer ambassadors to support people
who are experiencing mental health
problems by getting people talking about
mental health more positively, removing
stigma and raising awareness. 

“Train the Facilitator” to support the key
contacts to plan, implement, maintain and
deliver the peer mentoring suite in
education, community and youth settings.

Accredited SafeTALK for and Mental
Health First Aid for Mental Health
Ambassadors and teachers. 
 



Partner Updates 

Youth 
Action NI

Co-operation
Ireland 

Youth workers from YouthAction Northern
Ireland have been busy delivering a
range of programmes in the Urban Village
Areas and border region of NI as part of
the OUR Generation project. 

 
The team has worked with a number of
organisations including: St. Patrick’s Youth
Club, Keady; St. Oliver Plunkett Youth Club,
Crossmaglen; Kinnego Centre, REACT,
Armagh; An Tobar Wellness Centre,
Silverbridge; Bloomfield Young Men’s
Group; Middletown Youth Club; SOLAS; St.
Patrick’s High School, Keady;
Newtownhamilton High School; REACH
Across; Footprints Women’s Centre; North
West Islamic Association & YouthAction’s
Rainbow Factory.  

Young people from each of these
organisations have participated in
LIFEMAPS training. 

LIFEMAPS is an acronym for eight
interlinked concepts that describe a holistic
approach to developing positive mental
fitness. These are Learning; Intrinsic
Motivation; Flow; Emotions; Mindfulness;
Accomplishments; Purpose; and Social
Connections. 

Dr Martin McMullan also led
Peacebuilding Training for the Project staff
team on 1st Sept 2021. 

Co-operation have had a very busy period
on the OUR Generation Project. As well as
organising and running The Circle
Exchange events (see page 4) they have
welcomed two new staff members to the
team.

Through the Circle Exchange Events, a
number of new initiatives have been
identified and delivered by CI: 

Sandspace Training was delivered by
renowned adolescent development
specialist  Bronagh Starrs on a cross border
basis to a wide range of professionals who
work with children and young people and
wished to enhance their skills and
knowledge, and use sand therapy as a tool
within their own work. 

Feedback from this training day was
excellent with participants acknowledging 

that it will help their work greatly going
forward. 

Another new initiative was the Lego based
therapy training which was attended by a
variety of community based professionals
who work with children and young people
in the Urban Village Areas of Belfast.

Also delivered during this period was a
Mental Health Shared Learning
Residential, which brought together youth
workers from Donegal and North Belfast
on a cross border and cross community
basis.

Certified Laughter Therapy Training took
place in Donegal, facilitated by Michelle
from the Sunshine Project with youth
workers from Donegal,  North Belfast and
Derry/Londonderry.

The team have been busy planning new
initiatives for 2022. You can find out more
about the new Creating Change Events
and the launch of a new webinar series
on the OUR Generation website.



Partner Updates 
Awareness Day. Not only did Siobhan O'Neill
join us for our launch, and cover a
presentation on the background to
transgenerational trauma, but the whole
Ulster University team were involved in
scoping out the event. This involved  agreeing
key messages as part of the Social Media
campaign that ran along side the event on
the day.

The team also launched the online survey tool
- Qualtrics, during this period and have
started using this to review evaluation data..
In the short period this has only been up and
running this has already been hugely
beneficial to the Project.

The team also provided links to Partners for
Solihull Approach Training, Zero Suicide
Training and Future Minds webinar.

You can meet one of our UU team members
and find out a cool fact about vroom... I mean,
them... below. 

 

Ulster
University 

Playboard 
NI

Individuality and difference
Promoting emotional intelligence and
resilience
People who are special to me
My community
Celebration and advocating Play
Champions

The PlayBoard NI team have been facilitating
play sessions as part of their Spaces to Be
Programme in schools and School Aged
Childcare settings within the Urban Village
Areas.

The play sessions include a range of practical
and playful exercises for children which 
 support them to develop characteristics
closely associated with high levels of
resilience: support their positive mental
health, and act as a mechanism for positively
addressing differences.

Topics explored during the play sessions are:

The Ulster University team have supported
Partners in the development of new
programmes by conducting a series of 
 programme reviews of Better Together,
Mental Health Ambassador and Train the
Facilitor. This also included agreement on
the programme evaluation questionnaires.
More on these programmes in our next issue!

In October, the team started to complete
programme observations. These have so far
included several Partners' Programmes and
have been carried out across the Urban
Village Areas and border counties with a
range of different participants. 

Ulster University were also heavily involved in
the launch of Trangenerational Trauma

There has been great feedback on the
programme.

“Today’s session was brilliant, so good for the
kids to understand what emotions are, how
they affect us, what happens when they boil
over and finally the toolkit you gave them to
help control their emotions is a great take
away message”.

The children’s sessions have been observed by
UU as part of their evaluation role. 

“This was one of the most effective activities
that I have observed for the children as even
the very young children seemed to grasp this
model (helping hand model) that can assist
children in understanding the somatic link to
these feelings and learning how to self-
regulate when they experience strong
emotions such as anger, stress, and sadness". 



Partner Updates 

Donegal Youth Service have delivered
Provoking Thought for adults in Cavan
Institute. This included working with the youth
work students and the midwifery students.

During this period DYS also started working
with a number of young people under
international protection via a drumming
workshop and a trip to the beach which was
greatly received by those that attended.

The team joined forces and partnered up with
fellow OUR Generation partner  Cooperation
Ireland. Here the team worked  with a group of
10 young people aged 12 – 18 years from the
Loft Project with artist Peaball to create the
graffiti artwork project highlighted on Page 2. 

Donegal 
Youth
Service

Youth Work 
Ireland 

Youth Work Ireland have delivered Be Well to a
range of schools and groups including St
Bricin’s Vocational School, St Mogue’s College,
Colaiste Muire, St Louis Secondary School and
St Eunan’s College. Be Well is an emotional
resilience programme which uses the 5-A-Day
approach to support young people to address
anxiety in their everyday lives. 
 
The YES project has been delivered to a wide
range of groups including St Louis Secondary
School, Beech Hill College, Carndonagh
Community School, St Patrick’s College and
Corran College. 

The Youth Fund offers out a grant of up to €1000
to support project/activity ideas for groups in
local areas. The Youth Fund with The Loft
completed their sessions in June. 

The Youth Fund in Letterkenny chose to award
€1000 to Mevagh FRC which they used to buy a
gazebo and refreshments so that they could
facilitate a socially distanced summer camp
on the beach.

YWI have now begun ongoing Youth Fund
groups with participants in Beech Hill College
,Co Monaghan; St Bricin's College, Co Cavan;
Drumshanbo Secondary School,    Co Leitrim;
Ballinamore Secondary School, Co Leitrim; St
Mogue’s College, Co Cavan; St Macartan’s
College, Co Monaghan; and St Louis
Secondary School, Co Monaghan. 
 
YWI delivered Be Well Facilitator Training and
YES Facilitator Training with adults from across
the 5 counties.
 
YWI have welcomed two new staff members
Amy Sidiropoulos as the Youth Worker for
Cavan & Monaghan, and Gemma Ronayne as
the Administrator. 

Provoking Thought has  been delivered as part
of the Raphoe schools completion programme
and in several post-primary schools across the
CH01 area. We are also delighted to be
delivering the  suite of new Peer Mentoring
programmes, developed alongside AMH.

The Little Healthy Me Programme has also
been delivered to younger children in several
primary schools. 



Meet the Team
OUR New section for Issue 3 

Get to know some of the OUR
Generation SUPER team better with

7 Questions!

Tara O'Neill
Research Associate
Ulster University  

 If you could write your own job title that best
describes what you do, what would it be?

1.

2. Best thing about your job?

3. What celebrity/famous person would you most
like to swap places with for the day and why? 

4. Your hidden talent or a mind blowing fact about
you that some people wouldn’t know?

5. What is something people in your industry have to
deal with that you want to fix?

6. Your top favourite Podcast/Book/TV shows? 

7. What do you enjoy doing when you are not 
working?

Michael McKenna
Team Leader 
Youth Action  

 

Psychological Trauma Research Associate

Working with so many inspiring people in this field.

Dr Francine Patterson, an American animal
psychologist best known for teaching a form of
Sign Language, to Koko the Gorilla. How cool would
that be!

I am a rally co-pilot.

Rising rates of mental health problems in our
children and young people.

Travelling, Walking, Dinner dates, Socialising with
friends/family, Watching footy.

Gilmore Girls, Friends.

If you could write your own job title that best
describes what you do, what would it be?

1.

2. Best thing about your job?

3. What celebrity/famous person would you most
like to swap places with for the day and why? 

4. Your hidden talent or a mind blowing fact about
you that some people wouldn’t know?

5. What is something people in your industry have to
deal with that you want to fix?

6. Your top favourite Podcast/Book/TV shows? 

7. What do you enjoy doing when you are not 
working?

Helping young men help themselves

Colleagues in YouthAction; young men & young
women I get to work with.

I wouldn't swap what I do for anyone.

I've represented Ireland at pike angling.

The pressures facing young men today.

Time with the clan, Fishing, GAA and  learning Irish.

The Sunday Game, Laochra Gael, Ireland's
Fittest Family.



OG Connections
Find out more about the organisations we've 
worked with 

Bridgestock Care
Letterkenny, Co.
Donegal

We provide accommodation for asylum seekers.

After our centre opened we contacted Donegal Youth
Service about available programmes for our
residents. We were put in touch with Frankie. Frankie
had the great idea of setting up the circus skills
project with the kids in order to welcome them to
Letterkenny and to help them settle in and alleviate
any stress they have. The kids attended for a few
weeks and loved every minute of it.

The fun the kids had. It was a great way for the
kids to get to know each other and to help them
settle into their new surroundings while having
fun.

We hope to work with the OUR Generation Project
in the future to provide more engaging and fun
programmes for our kids. Our children are a very
vulnerable group and the OUR Generation Project
has really helped with their social, emotional and
personal development.

We would really appreciate any resources or
targeted interventions that can be utilised in
working with the kids in our accommodation
centre.

Tell us a little bit about what your organisation do? 

How have your project and the OUR Generation
Project worked together? 

Children living in our accommodation centre from
6-12 years old.

Who was it for?

What was the best thing about this?

Any future plans you would like to highlight?

What is something you would like to see in the
future in regards to the work you do?

Bogside & Brandywell
Health Forum,
Derry/Londonderry
Urban Village area 

Tell us a little bit about what your organisation do? 

How have your project and the OUR Generation
Project worked together? 

What was the best thing about this?

Any future plans you would like to highlight?

What is something you would like to see in the
future in regards to the work you do?

At the Bogside & Brandywell Health Forum we offer
an holistic approach to health and well being in the
community, schools and in workplaces.

We were involved in the initial community scoping
exercise to help us gain an overview of the current
mental health provision for children & young people,
identify mental health issues facing young people
and understand better the challenges, gaps and
recommendations in terms of OUR Generation.

We have delivered two training programmes
alongside Co-operation Ireland  (Sleep Well and Eat
Well) on a cross community and cross border basis
aimed at key contacts. 

A number of BBHF staff have also attended training 
We would like to see greater funding for 
sustainability on the work we offer.

We have the Health Champions funded through
the CiN Moving on Up project and we also have
Well Connected funded through TNLCF FACT
project.

hosted by Co-operation Ireland including
Understanding & Supporting Adolescent
Development and Sandspace training by Bronagh
Starrs.

We joined the Circle Exchange Event within the
Derry UV Area and shared learning in relation to the
importance of promoting positive mental health &
wellbeing within communities.

Aileen McGuinness, manager of BBHF, is on the OG  
Project Reference Group, which help inform
progress and delivery going forward. 

Professional nature of OG and how easy it has been
to link in with.
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NEWS

Playboard Radio Ulster Broadcast Appeal

Joke Book Launched

Awareness Days

Peacebuilding Training
YouthAction NI delivered a Peacebuilding workshop to all OUR Generation staff. Dr Martin
McMullan and Sean McDonnell delivered a great session on the impact of the conflict on the
lives of children and young people and shared some models of peace-building that build
emotional resilience and improve good relations. The session helped the teams identify ways in
which children and young people can grow up better, together.

PlayBoard recently featured on Radio Ulster's Broadcast Appeal, sharing the importance of play
and their work to promote the child's right to play. You can listen back to the broadcast, and
watch the short video featuring St Vincent de Paul Primary School, Belfast via the link below. St
Vincent de Paul Primary School engaged in the Space to Be programme through OUR Generation.
Listen here > https://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/northernireland/appeals/radio/playboard

As World Smile Day, World Teacher Day and World Mental Health Day all fell within 10 days of
each other. OUR Generation decided to put together a short joke book, with our favourites jokes from
the classroom in it. The jokes came from children and our teams. Find out why on the link below!

The OUR Generation have targeted a number of different awareness days related to the Project
during this period through social media activity.

Not only have we featured Awareness Days like Suicide Prevention Awareness Day, Stress
Awareness Week, and World Mental Health Day but we also launched TTAD! 

Siobhan O'Neill
Siobhan O'Neill, who leads the Ulster University team on the Project, was appointed the Mental
Health Champion for Northern Ireland. Professor O'Neill had been serving as the Interim Mental
Health  Champion before this appointment. In a statement Professor O'Neill said 'I am delighted to
continue as Mental Health Champion for NI, so that the voices of those who struggle with their
mental health are heard, and that their voices influence policy and practice to ensure that good
mental health and wellbeing is a priority across Government Departments.'

Link

https://ourgeneration-cyp.com/our-generation-jokes-from-the-classroom/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/northernireland/appeals/radio/playboard


BRIGHTER DAYS AHEAD
This year OUR Generation took part in the Community Relations
Council's Good Relations Week, or #GRW2021. 

The theme for the week was 'Brighter Days Ahead’ with the aim of
shining a light on the peace building and cultural diversity efforts
of young people and the challenges they are facing.

A number of activities were launched for the week. AMH showcased
their Shared Learning Event with Children from Ballysillan PS and
Rosemount PS. Children from both sides of the community shared
their experiences through a video, of good wellbeing practices that
they had learnt from recent programmes. 

YouthAction NI recorded a  Podcast with a group of Young Men
from Armagh discussing exactly what good relations meant to
them.
 

Co-operation Ireland held their first Circle Exchange Event in North
Belfast with members of the community joining to talk about their
shared experiences working with children and young people and
how we can collaborate to support current needs. 

Playboard were joined by a special guest to see some of their
Spaces To Be delivery in action. Grainne McConnell from The
Executive Office who saw some of the excellent 
work they have been doing with children 
from Sacred Heart Primary School, Belfast. 

At the end of the week we also shared videos of 
our launch event, which marked a year since 
OG had launched. 

You can check them all out here including where
OUR strapline came come and see a brilliant 
performance from Sheer Buzz. WATCH

WATCH

Good Relations Week 2021 

BETTER DAYS AHEAD

LISTEN

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZWCpdN_YMUMa_tFt6Y3F7r3JV6lcrBwC
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZWCpdN_YMUP-Y0lJ9imgpjFo4Lwi2e5V
https://www.mixcloud.com/RadioYNP/good-relations-week-yanis-armagh-young-mens-group/


The PEACE Programmes Learning Platform is a new, online searchable repository which
illustrates the story of the EU’s PEACE Programme over the past three decades. 

Containing over 25,000 peace and reconciliation projects from across Northern Ireland
and the border counties of Ireland, the platform includes a number of features including
research reports, evaluations, testimonies and case studies.

Extensive desk research and consultations were carried out to
create the content of the platform, with almost 100,000 pages of
information having been physically scanned and made
searchable as well as thousands of different files and folders
indexed and quality checked. A large number of old VHS tapes and
audio recordings were also brought back to life, digitised and are
now stored within the platform. 

This ‘living archive’ will continue to grow and develop so that the
lessons and lived experiences of peace-building can be shared to
support academics, researchers and those currently involved in
peace and reconciliation work at a local, regional and
international level.

The PEACE Programmes Learning 
Platform 
New online platform launched

Discover Collaborate Learn

Underlining the importance of the platform, Gina McIntyre, CEO of the Special EU
Programmes Body said: “The construction of this platform involved a very intensive archiving
and cataloguing process which uncovered a wealth of information and research, that
otherwise would have been lost to time. We are delighted to bring all of this material
together, in an easy-to-access format and give voice to the huge amount of work which has
been undertaken, for over 20 years, by so many of our citizens since the PEACE Programme
was first created.

“The Platform will help to preserve the legacy of the programme and it is our hope that it
will be used to inform the work of future peacebuilders here on this island and also in other
countries, across the world, which are emerging out of conflict. At present, we are now
moving into a new chapter through the PEACE PLUS Programme, which will add even more
examples of best practice to the Platform and further strengthen its value,” she continued. 

To view the platform visit: www.peaceplatform.seupb.eu

OVER
€2.2bn
in PEACE
funding

OVER
22,500

projects have been
supported by PEACE

Prograame

http://www.peaceplatform.seupb.eu/
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